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Note : All questions are compulsory.

Attempt any four parts of the fbllowing : Sx4=2g(a) Elaborate tl
various .",#":H,?o;,T ;i;,;;r.:l. ffi#; ",examples.

(b) Discuss vari.ous tools used in decision supportsystem (DSS).

(c) Discuss in detail about data flow diagram (DFD)with the help of you o*r-ou*,.
(d) Describe the evaluation factors that should beconsidered in. evaluating the acquisition ofcomputer hardware.

(e) A data dictionary is a structured repository ofdata about data. Discuss.

(0 Discuss ,n*Tull:n se.cuftr poticy of anyorganization of your choice.
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Attempt any two parts of the followings : l0x2:20
(a) Explain the concept of system and discuss types

of system with suitable examples.

(b) Discuss various stages of system development
Iife cycle (SDLC) with the help of examples.

(c) How management information system (MIS) and
decision support system (DSS) are related with
each other ? How do they differ from each
other?

Attempt any two parts of the followings : l0x2:2A

(a) What important information does the user,s
request form provide ?' Why is it so important in
the initial investigation ?

(b)

(c)

Discuss various types of frasibility study. AIso
explain about content of the frasibility report.

Differentiate between managerial and operational
MIS planning.

Attempt any two parts of the,following : lAxZ:2A

(a) Differentiate between object oriented analysis
(OOA) and object oriented design (OOD).

(b) What is structured analysis (SA) ? Discuss the
tools used in structured analysis (SA).

(c) Discuss rules and symbols used in constructing
an entity relationship diagram (ERD) Use on
example of your own to illustrate.
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Attempt any two parts of the follor,r.
(a) Exprain whar,,atis*rr, ,ffi,* 

7ox24g

encompasses ? Discus di;;;;objectives ? 
*"o urDdsrer recovery plan

(b) Discuss various rvnaa ^r ..
exprain ho, 

'ut types of attacks in internet andto dual with these attacks ?(c) What is risk

'i'k ;*;;;*ffi:,:X,H ? Discuss srages or
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